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GravityKit Launches GravityMigrate (Beta)—A New All-In-One
Migration Plugin for Gravity Forms

GravityMigrate makes it easy for users to migrate all of their Gravity Forms data,
including forms, entries, feed configurations, Views, workflows, and more.

LEVERETT, Massachusetts (August 1, 2023)—GravityKit have launched a new plugin, adding
to their toolkit of powerful Gravity Forms add-ons. GravityMigrate makes it easy to export and
import Gravity Forms data from one website to another. The plugin allows users to combine all
of their forms and related data (including settings, entries, Views, feeds, uploaded files,
workflows, etc.) into a single export file which can then be imported to a new website with a
single click.

“We built GravityMigrate because we knew it would be a huge time-saver for our users. Having
an easy way to move Gravity Forms data between websites is incredibly useful for power users
and site builders,” said Zack Katz, GravityKit’s Founder. “We can’t wait for people to start using
it, we think it’s going to be a game-changer.”

A Robust, Time-Saving Import/Export Plugin Requiring No Technical Knowledge
Whether migrating to a new domain, or moving from staging to production, GravityMigrate
provides users with a simple solution for efficiently managing and migrating all of their important
Gravity Forms data. Users have the ability to select which data is imported and exported, giving
them fine control over the migration process. Form settings, add-on configurations, and
calculations are preserved during migration.

GravityMigrate fully supports Nested Forms by Gravity Wiz, Gravity Flow, and other popular
add-ons for Gravity Forms. WordPress multisite installations are also supported.

“As the Gravity Forms ecosystem continues to develop, there is a growing need for a way to
move important form-related data from one site to another. GravityMigrate fulfills this need in a
simple and elegant way,” said Travis Totz, Director of Brand and Marketing at Rocketgenius, Inc.
(the creators of Gravity Forms).

https://www.gravitykit.com/products/gravitymigrate/


Additional Details
● GravityMigrate was released on August 1, 2023.
● GravityMigrate is currently only available to those with a GravityKit All Access license,

which provides full access to GravityKit’s entire toolkit of add-ons. It is not yet available
for standalone purchase.

● GravityMigrate is currently in beta. GravityKit is actively working to solicit feedback and
make improvements to the plugin before releasing it to a wider audience.

Hi-res images and videos can be downloaded at gravitykit.com/gravitymigrate-assets.

About GravityKit
GravityKit is a software company and Gravity Forms Certified Developer founded in 2014 by
WordPress developer, Zack Katz. GravityKit offers a toolkit of essential add-ons for Gravity
Forms, the most powerful WordPress form builder. Find out more at https://www.gravitykit.com.
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